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_Firewall

Cisco Meraki is an Unified Threat Management (UTM) 
where web-based dashboard, configuration and diagnostics can 
be performed remotely just as easily as they can be performed 
on-site, eliminating costly field visits. Even firmware updates are 
performed seamlessly, over the web. 

These are Unified Threat Management (UTM) Capabilities:

• Application-aware traffic control: set bandwidth policies
based on Layer 7 application type (e.g., YouTube, Skype,
P2P).

• Content filtering: CIPA-compliant content filter, safe-
seachenforcement (Google/Bing), andYouTubeforSchools.

• Intrusion prevetation: PCI-compliantIPSsensor using
industry-leading SNORT® signature database from
Sourcefire.

• Anti-virus and anti-phishing: flow-based protection
engine powered by Kaspersky.

• Identity-based security policies and application
management.

Cisco Meraki’s unique auto provisioning site-to-site VPN 
connects branches securely with complete simplicity. Using 
IPsec over any wide area network, the MX links your branches 
to headquarters as well as to one another as if connected with a 
virtual Ethernet cable.

Site-to-site connectivity is established through a single click in 
the Cisco Meraki dashboard.

Ease of use does not come at the expense of flexibility. Both full 
and split tunnel VPNs can be configured easily. New sites can 
similarly be added with a few simple clicks.

An integrated application-aware stateful firewall secures your 
network from malicious entities threatening today’s networks. It’s 
no longer enough to simply block protocols, hosts, and ports – a 
firewall must also be user, content, and application aware.

Meraki firewall app uses an integrated Snort-based intrusion 
prevention system (IPS) featuring signature, protocol, and 
anomaly-based inspection and threat containment. Allows to 
customize firewall rules to secure your network, allowing only 
approved, essential services and connections. Easily segregate 
voice, video, and data traffic, and deploy global firewall rules 
across VPN networks with a single click.

Every Cisco Meraki MX Security Appliance supports unparalleled 
threat prevention via an integrated Sourcefire engine. 
Networks can be secured in seconds from the latest exploits, 
vulnerabilities, viruses, rootkits and more, with threat definitions 
automatically updated for bleeding edge protection.
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View comprehensive security reports, displayed directly in the 
intuitive Meraki dashboard, from any Internet-accessible device. 
Data is presented in real time, allowing IT admins to quickly 
gauge current threat status—as well as view historical trends—for 
informed decision-making.

 Logtrust offers to Meraki Networks users a set of 
advanced security alerts and an alert management application.
Logtrust specializes in offering real-time Big Data solutions that 
allow the integration, management and easy visualization of all 
the data generated by firewalls to obtain security alerts.

It is enables efficient and flexible real time alert management, 
allowing you to customize alerts.

Security administrators can investigate incidents in minutes 
instead of hours or days. As well, human resource departments 
can use Logtrust dashboards and reports to track security 
compliance.

Logtrust is capable to collect data, identify and extract fields 
from Meraki events.

UTM generate Big Data. The more data sent to Logtrust, the 
more correlations it can do for you to get more information.

You can create your own dashboards, visualizations and alerts to 
match the specific use case as needed.

All your relevant data can be searched and analyzed from one 
single place in Logtrust, being noticed about where the attackers 
and malicious insiders are who may have previously gone 
undetected.

Thanks to a real-time report you will be able to see all the 
firewalls in your infrastructure, no matter where they are located 
on your network, or if they belong to different manufacturers. 
You can decide if you want to analyze the activity of a 
specific firewall, of a cluster, of those belonging to the same 
manufacturer or all together. Use advanced visualization 
techniques to review your most relevant data, geo-locate 
attacking IP addresses on heat maps.

 The logs from a Meraki firewall are marked with the 
firewall.meraki.type.subtype tag. 

It’s possible to configure a Meraki firewall to report its logs to a 
remote syslog server. You can specify destination port and syslog 
facility, however, it’s not possible to send via TPC or tag the log 
at the source, therefore, it will be necessary to report the logs to 
an in-house relay (logtrust in-house relay) which will tag them as 
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firewall.meraki.type.subtype and will be in charge of forwarding 
to Logtrust.

3.1 Tag structure

The concepts type and subtype are fixed, they identify the type 
and format of the event that is being sent. These concepts may 
take one of the following values (corresponding to the different 
log types):

• firewall.meraki.flows
• firewall.meraki.urls
• firewall.meraki.events
• firewall.meraki.ids-alerts

3.2 In-house relay configuration

As discussed above, it’s necessary to install an in-house relay 
(See section: logtrust in-house relay) for the correct tagging of 
this logs.
You should define a new rule in which, all the events coming to 
the port (eg. port 13003/tedp) are tagged as firewall.meraki.type.
subtype.
This rule, should also be in charge of adding the corresponding 
type.subtype to the firewall.meraki depending on the events 
nature. This information is extracted from the message using a 
regular expression and then, the captured data, is used to create 
the final label for each event. To create the rule use the following 
fields:

Inhouse relay firewall.meraki rule
• port = 13003
• sourceData = ^[^ ]+ [^ ]+ ([^ ]+) .* 
• targetTag = firewall.meraki.\\D1
• targetMessage = \\D0 
• Check the options: Stop Processing, Send without tag

The new rule will look as follows:
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Apply the new settings.

For additional information on how to create rules for an 
in-house relay, check the following link: In-house relay 
configuration

3.3 Meraki configuration

Syslog servers can be defined in the Dashboard from:

MX Security Appliance: Configure > Alerts and administration > 
Logging  
MR Access Points: Configure > Network-wide settings > Logging
 
Click the Add a syslog server link to define a new server.  An IP 
address, UDP port number (i.e. 13003), and the roles to send to 
the In-house relay need to be defined.  

 
If the environment has multiple MX devices using site-to-site 
VPN, and logging is done to an In-house Relay on the remote 
side of the VPN, it will be necessary to create a Site-to-site 
firewall rule.  This is done from:

Configure > Site-to-site VPN > Organization-wide settings > Add 
a rule.

The source IP address needs to be the Internet port 1 address of 
the MX sending the syslog messages back to the In-house Relay.  
The destination IP address is the IP address of the In-house 
Relay.  Change the destination port number to the port where 
the In-house relay should configure the events (i.e. 13003).

3.4 Query firewall.meraki.*.* tables

Once Meraki device is reporting its logs to the platform, you’ll 
have a dedicated table with an specific format for each event 
type (type.subtype) we’ve received and will be able to access 
the following tables individually (as long as we’ve received such 
event):

• firewall.meraki.flows
• firewall.meraki.urls
• firewall.meraki.events
• firewall.meraki.ids-alerts
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firewall.meraki.flows

 

firewall.meraki.urls
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Charts:
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